The capability of the stochastic method to reproduce a target turbulence kinetic energy topology is studied. The effect of model parameter variations on the quality of the reproduced turbulent kinetic energy distribution and its effect on the predicted far-field spectrum is evaluated. Only a small dependence on the model parameter is found. The effect of slat gap variation on the broadband acoustic far-field is studied for three different slat configurations, which encompass beside the reference slat position one configuration with reduced, and one with increased slat gap. Previous experimental findings at a full three-element high-lift airfoil indicated an effective dependence of the slat gap width on the acoustic far-field with typically 5dB reduction for a slat gap reduction of about 15% due to a decrease of the velocity of about 25%. The current study investigates this effect for the two-element high-lift configuration.
I. Introduction
A ircraft noise reduction as achieved through the development and application of high bypass low noise turbofan engines has shifted the focus of interest to airframe noise as an equally important noise source during the approach phase. Experimental studies have identified deployed slats as prominent noise contributors.
1, 2 To reduce noise levels further, numerical tools will become necessary in the future to achieve an optimized low noise design of airframe components. Therefore, the development of cheap and quick computational methods, which can be used in an optimization process, is essential. Over recent years computational methods have been improved for computational aeroacoustics (CAA) purposes (in particular: high-order non-dispersive spatial and temporal discretization schemes and high-quality non-reflecting boundary conditions have been introduced). A key point, however, is how an acoustic solver based on the linearized Euler equations (LEE) or derivatives of it can be used for designing low-noise airframe components (design-to-noise approach). A presumably accurate noise prediction methodology arises if appropriate acoustic sources of the propagation equations are computed from time accurate LES or DNS simulations of the turbulent near field. However, such approaches are too time consuming to be used in a design process that requires numerous evaluations of design modifications.
In this paper the application of a cheaper computational approach to a slat noise problem is studied. It involves CAA techniques in conjunction with stochastic sound sources in the time domain ('low-cost CAA'). The technique introduced in Ref.
3 is used to generate broadband stochastic sound sources in the time-domain. It is based on the spatial filtering of white-noise and is capable to reproduce exactly the second-order two-point correlation tensor of homogeneous isotropic turbulence in two or three dimensions. The stochastic method is time-and memory efficient, strictly solenoidal, and can be easily applied to highly non-uniform mean-flow fields (e.g. as apparent in the slat-cove region of a high-lift airfoil) using local results for the kinetic turbulent energy and the corresponding turbulent length scale from a RANS solution of the turbulent mean-flow. Furthermore, it avoids the occurrence of shear decorrelations and resolves broadband spectra continously. A further extension to non-homogeneous anisotropic solenoidal flows is possible with the transformation proposed by Smirnov et al. 4 The slat noise simulations are carried out for a modified two-element high-lift configuration, which consists of a slat and a main-element. The slat geometry and the main-element correspond up to 40% chord length to the geometry of a reference three-element high-lift configuration. The remaining part of the main-element is modified by increasing the camber to aerodynamically compensate for the omitted flap. The geometrical design was developed in the German project Frequenz that aims at studying design modifications at three selected aeroacoustic problems numerically and experimentally. A removed flap was chosen to avoid additional flap sound sources in the experiments that accompany the numerical simulations. The additional flap sources would otherwise reduce the meaningful signal-to-noise ratio in acoustic far-field measurements.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses some fundamental features of the stochastic modeling of turbulent velocity fields that is applied in this work. Since fluctuating velocity components are deduced from a fluctuating streamfunction, the statistical features that have to met by the fluctuating streamfunction are identified. Section III discusses the general procedure how to set-up a fluctuating streamfunction with previously identified statistical characteristics, and Section IV presents details about the numerical discretization of this procedure. Acoustic simulation techniques are are introduced in Section V. Section VI discusses the computational results for the two-element airfoil configuration. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. Stochastic sound source modeling
Sound generation and propagation due to turbulent sources is described by acoustic analogies, which have the form of a forced linear acoustic wave equation with wave operator L, acoustic variable p , and source Q Lp (x, t) = Q(x, u, t).
(
Starting from eq. (1) the far-field spectral density of the acoustic variable can be expressed in terms of the statistical properties of the source 
Here S(x, ω) stands for the power spectrum of the acoustic variable p in (1), i.e.,
The quantities G and G * denote respectively the exact Green's function and its conjugate complex in the frequency domain. They are defined by the linear wave-operator of eq. (1) and the appropriate boundary conditions. Furthermore, Q 12 is a cross spectral density which is obtained by Fourier transform of the twopoint space-time correlation of source Q in eq. (1) between source points y 1 = y and y 2 = y + r and time
R(y, r, τ) = Q(y, t)Q(y + r, t + τ ).
Eq. (2) is the basis of all statistical noise theories in the frequency domain. It evidences that the far-field spectrum is completely determined if just the two-point space-time correlation of the sources (eq. (4)) is known. For turbulence related noise sources this means a reduction in the amount of necessary statistical information, since the underlying turbulent flow field is determined by an infinite set of m-point nth-order correlations. Note that the acoustic far-field spectrum is the only quantity that in principle has to be known for acoustic purposes. Other quantities like directivities and root-mean square values can be deduced from it. A synthetic fluctuating source Q(x,u, t) which realizes just the proper two-point space-time correlations, eq. (4), will yield a far-field spectrum that satisfies eq. (2) when inserted into the time-domain analogy eq. (1). In other words, a synthetic fluctuating source term that realizes the proper two-point space-time correlations gives an alternative way to solve eq. (2). It yields an exact solution to the acoustic far-field spectrum if the underlying second-order two-point correlations are realized through the fluctuating source. These correlation might be determined by means of measurements or from steady RANS solutions of the turbulent flow problem.
As discussed by Tam and Auriault, 6 one appropriate model space time-correlation function characterized by three parameters may be expressed by Gaussian spatial and exponential temporal correlations. It closely approximates the measurements of Davies et al. 7 for the fluctuating axial velocity component in jets. This generic (normalized) two-point space-time correlation can be written as
Parameters τ s and l s define respectively the correlation time-and length scales and depend in general, as indicated, on position. Taylor's hypothesis is taken into account by the convection velocity u c . In a comoving frame of reference, just considering frozen convection through τ s → ∞, the correlation takes on a Gaussian form. Although eq. (5) is only an approximation of the velocity correlations, it is used with great success to model the broadband (fine scale turbulence) features of the full jet noise source terms, 6, 8 which are in general non-linear functions of the velocities. Tam and Auriault solve problem (2), with sources expressed through eq. (5), using a CAA method to compute the flow Green's function in eq. (2) . It applies the adjoint Euler equations in a reciprocal approach. Agarwal and Morris recently extended the statistical source description through eq. (5) to an airframe noise problem, 9 exploiting also acoustic reciprocity. The new stochastic method, which was introduced in Ref., 3 is capable of generating spatially and temporally fluctuating quantities that reproduce target two-point space-time correlations of the type described by eq. (5), whereby local target values for τ s , u c , and l s can be realized. A direct approach to solve eq. (2) via eq. (1) with appropriately modeled fluctuating source has the advantage that only one computation is necessary to determine the solution for all frequency bands and observer positions, whereas an adjoint approach in the frequency domain needs for n observer positions and m frequency bands n × m computations.
Note that the source Q(x, u, t) in eq. (1) usually is a function of the turbulent velocity fluctuations u if vortex sound is considered. If not the statistical properties of the source (described by eq. 4) have to be modeled but rather the underlying characteristics of the turbulent velocity fluctuations u, some additional physical features may have to be included into the fluctuation model. For instance, velocity fluctuations originating from vorticity are divergence-free (solenoidal). Deviations of the modeled fluctuations from this constraint may give rise to spurious sound sources. The divergence-free condition for the velocities can be satisfied by defining the fluctuating quantity, which is resolved by the stochastic model, to be a scalar streamfunction ψ(x, t) (not e.g. the source Q), from which velocity components are deduced subsequently. Hence, in 2D the velocities read
and are strictly solenoidal. However, the differentiations with respect to one spatial direction, which appear in eq. (6), causes a reduction of the integral length-scale of the velocity fluctuations in that particular direction (due to the amplification of higher wave-numbers in wave-number space). Hence, a fluctuation model that realizes for the fluctuating streamfunction ψ(x, t) (isotropic) correlations of the type described by eq. (5) will cause an anisotropic distortion of the resulting velocity field. It is worth to note and to show that these distorted velocity fields exhibit rather physical characteristics. Starting point to show this feature is to consider the correlation of the fluctuating scalar streamfunction,
to have the formal shape defined by eq. (5), where r = |r 1 − r 2 | and τ = |t 1 − t 2 |. As was shown by Careta et al., 10 a scalar streamfunction with isotropic correlation accomplishes a perfect description of isotropic homogeneous turbulence in 2D in terms of the two-point correlations. Homogeneity and isotropy requirements imply that the two-point two-time correlation tensor R ij (r, τ ),
has to be written in terms of radial functions f (r) and g(r) as
The divergence-free condition connects the longitudinal correlation function f (r) with the lateral correlation function g(r) in 2D via
In 3D this relation becomes
Straightforward algebra shows that the properties (9) and (10) are satisfied for a fluctuating scalar streamfunction after identifying f (r) and g(r) in terms of the scalar field C(r) := R(r, 0) as
where
It is easy to prove that eq. (10) is satisfied when inserting expressions (12) into it. Hence, the only constraint to perfectly realize the correlation tensor of homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) in 2D is that the correlation of the fluctuating scalar streamfunction depends for τ = 0 just on radial distance. This constraint is satisfied for a fluctuating streamfunction realizing eq. (5) in 2D (with r ∈ R 2 ). By normalizing R in eq. (5) 
The related integral length scale reads
Hence, l s is also the integral length scale of the longitudinal correlation function f (r). An extension of the method of Careta et al. to 3D HIT is straight forward by introducing a fluctuating vector streamfunction ψ(x, t), which defines the fluctuating velocities via
It is obvious that u satisfies the divergence-free condition. Furthermore, if the components of the vector streamfunction are statistically independent, each having similar spatial correlations C(r) = R(r, 0), or equivalently
it can be shown that the velocity correlations satisfy eq. (9) in conjunction with eq. (11), hence realize the correlation tensor of HIT in 3D. Using eq. (15) straightforward algebra shows the longitudinal and lateral correlation functions are expressed through the correlation function of the streamfunction components by
These expressions differ slightly from their 2D counterpart, eq. (12) . However, the relation between the longitudinal and lateral correlation function in 3D is perfectly satisfied, which can be shown by inserting the expressions (16) into eq. (11) . The 3D longitudinal correlation function f (r) differs from the 2D expression only by a factor 2, which has no influence on the normalized longitudinal correlation with f (0) = 1. Therefore, based on a streamfunction correlation expressed through eq. (5), the (normalized) correlation function eq. (13) is still valid. Note that the additional term for g(r) in eq. (16) causes the 3D lateral correlation function to have a less pronounced negative dip compared to the 2D case, eq. (12). Anisotropic turbulence based on modeled 3D homogeneous isotropic turbulence can be achieved with the additional velocity transformation proposed by Smirnov et al. 4 The transformation is applied to the initial homogeneous isotropic velocities of eq. (14) . The outcome of the transformation is a time-dependent flowfield v i with one-point correlation functions v i v j equal to that of the local (anisotropic) Reynolds stress tensor τ ij = R ij (0, 0) and turbulent length/time scales equal to l s and τ s . The flow-field is also exactly divergence free for homogeneous turbulence and to a high degree divergence-free for inhomogeneous turbulence.
In this paper the method is applied for convenience and as a first feasibility study not in full rigor to a slat-noise problem. For airframe noise problems like wing slat-or trailing edge noise, only the vorticity vector component in spanwise direction will contribute to the sound generation. The velocity field related to this single vorticity component can be resolved by one scalar streamfunction. If taken into account, anisotropy would appear through a local factor that determines the auto-correlation of the spanwise vorticity component with respect to the trace of all vorticity correlations. Neglecting anisotropy tacitly means using a constant anisotropy factor of 1/3. We believe that anisotropy effects are of minor importance if not the absolute sound pressure levels are of interest but rather differences of levels resulting from design variations are studied. It is esteemed that the basic noise generating mechanism at a slat is the interaction of vortical disturbances with geometrical inhomogeneities. Hence, the temporal correlation (which is responsible for turbulent selfnoise generation) is neglected for the slat-noise problem by just considering frozen turbulence with τ s → ∞. Consequently, 2D CAA simulations are carried out in this paper with a source just realized through one scalar fluctuating streamfunction. One has to bear in mind that an additional 2D to 3D correction has to be applied to the 2D acoustic field.
12 Except for a level off-set, which is deemed constant for all flow parameter variations, the 2D approach can be used to determine the shape of acoustic spectra, directivities, Mach number scaling laws, and the influence of design parameter variations.
III. Stochastic fluctuating fields via spatial white-noise filtering
This section discusses the realization of a fluctuating streamfunction ψ(x, t) whose correlations satisfy eq. (7). Spatiotemporal scales, local energy, and the convection of coherent structures are the essential physical features provided by two-point space-time correlations of turbulent motion as evidenced by eq. (5). Hence, one important feature must be the inclusion of vortex convection in non-uniform flow as encoded in the vorticity equation. For aeroacoustic noise mechanism based on the interaction of vorticity with solid surfaces, which is for instance responsible for trailing edge noise, a correct convection velocity is essential to achieve a physically meaningful Mach number scaling law.
A fluctuating streamfunction which satisfies all these constraints is generated by spatially filtering a white-noise field. The procedure is the discrete realization of the convolution or filtering integral
In eq. (17) G 0 is a filter kernel, U denotes a spatiotemporal white-noise field with unity spectrum, and ψ is the fluctuating streamfunction, which determines the pseudo-turbulent velocity fluctuations via eq. (6). The filter kernel is normalized such that ψ(x, t)ψ(x, t) = 1 forÂ = 1. The integration is carried out on a source patch V S . The argument of the filter kernel indicate that it is a function of the separation distance |x − x |, and of the locally x -dependent kernel width l s and kernel peak amplitudeÂ. For the simulation of frozen turbulence considered in this work, the spatiotemporal white-noise field is defined to have the properties
is a convection equation for the white-noise field, which describes passive convection in the mean-flow u 0 . It is to be understood such that in a locally comoving frame of reference the spatiotemporal white-noise field remains static. This condition can be satisfied even for an ideal white-noise realization (which is nondifferentiable) although the substantial time derivative D 0 /Dt = ∂/∂t + u 0 ∇ involves spatial and temporal derivatives.
The method was sketched in Ref 3 for a homogeneous one-dimensional problem. In this case the fluctuating field ψ results from the one-dimensional convolution of the unity white-noise field U with a filter kernel G(r):
It was shown that a spatial Gaussian kernel
yields for the correlation again a Gaussian function, but whose width is a factor √ 2 larger, i.e.
The extension of the scalar streamfunction approach to two or three dimensional source domain is straightforward. Integral (20) becomes for a n-dimensional problem
Due to the white-noise field definition eq. (18) the normalized correlation becomes
Since the Gaussian filter is separable, i.e. for the n-dimensional problem it can be split according to
the right-hand side of eq. (24) decomposes into n products of decoupled one-dimensional convolutions, eventually leading with the one-dimensional findings eqs. (21, 22) to a correlation
based on the filter kernel
The separation property of a Gaussian filter kernel allows to carry out the integration in eq. (23) in a sequence of one-dimensional filter operations, which makes the filtering procedure very efficient. Assuming a constant mean-flow u 0 in (19), the white-noise property (18) becomes for τ = 0
which subsequently yields a normalized spatial correlation of the form
Note that eq. (5) takes on the form realized through eq. (27) for u c = u 0 and τ s → ∞, i.e., for frozen turbulence. To introduce an additional exponential temporal correlation as in (5) the homogeneous convection equation (19) has to be modified into a Langevin equation by adding a white-noise source term to the right-hand side, whose prefactor determines the correlation time τ s . A 3D extension of the streamfunction approach is possible by determining the components of the 3D vector streamfunction ψ through
Here the U i denote three independent stochastic white-noise fields of the previously explained type and G 0 is a scalar filter kernel. The scalar amplitudeÂ controls the amplitude of the fluctuations. Due to U i U j = δ ij the condition (15) holds for the 3D realization of a fluctuating vector streamfunction so that this extended filtering procedure is capable of providing 3D HIT.
Rigorously, the derivation presented so far is restricted to non-uniform mean-flows u 0 and a homogeneous filter kernel that realizes constant correlations and length-scales throughout the source domain. Note that for non-uniform flows the Taylor hypothesis inherent in eq. (27) is still realized for small τ (in fact, it is the first order approximation to the convection equation eq. (19)). However, the convolution of the white-noise field causes the local convection velocity to be smeared out over the kernel support such that the effective local convection velocity of the fluctuating quantity does not longer equal the local mean-flow velocity, u c = u 0 . The convection velocity depends on the integral length scale l s (vortex size); for l s → 0 it tends towards the local mean-flow velocity u 0 . This behavior is deemed to model the complex physical convection property described through the vorticity equation, which, e.g., causes eddies in a generic turbulent boundary layer to convect with typically 66% of the free stream velocity.
Local kernels that realize inhomogeneous correlations and length-scales could be also deduced. However, the variation of these stationary quantities is small compared to the turbulent length-scale itself. As indicated by eq. (17), it is assumed that the analytical findings for homogeneous filter kernels are also valid with good accuracy for length scales l s (x ) and kernel amplitudesÂ(x ) not locally varying too strong. The amplitude has to be chosen such that the locally generated turbulent kinetic energy k = 1/2R ii equals the target value. The appropriate RANS based scaling will be discussed in Section A.
IV. Numerical discretization: A Random Particle Mesh (RPM) method
On a discrete equidistant grid of spacing ∆x, the continuous integral eq. (20) can be approximated with a finite sum
which reads by rewriting the integral (20)
In expression (29) ψ m is the fluctuating quantity at grid point m and G k = G(k∆x + ξ) with ξ ∈ [−∆x/2, ∆x/2] is the integral mean value of the filter kernel for an off-centered distance k∆x and an integration interval ∆x. Accordingly, quantity r m in (29) is a random value that follows by integrating the white-noise field over interval ∆x:
N defines the finite support of the filter. Eq. (29) takes on the form of a digital recursive filter (in the spatial domain). The only simplification introduced at this stage is the finite summation indices in eq. (29), which deliberately truncates the filter kernel to the finite support ±N ∆x. In an additional approximation the discrete Gaussian filter kernel is defined by choosing ξ 0, i.e.,
where d := l s /∆x denotes the non-dimensionalized integral length scale. In this work it was found that a cut-off limit |G 
The values for r m are obtained by loading each computational node with an appropriately scaled random number. An approximation to white-noise with a root-mean square (RMS) value normalized to one can be realized through a sequence of random numbers in the range ± √ 3, generated with a constant clock rate ∆t. The highest resolved frequency of this realization is linked to the seeding clock-rate ∆t through the sampling theorem, which states f max = 1/2∆t (the highest frequency is a point-to-point oscillation with period 2∆t). Furthermore, to satisfy eq. (32) it is inferred that the amplitude of the random fluctuations must be in the range ± √ 3∆x. The convection property in uniform flow u 0 is achieved for the equidistantly spaced 1D problem by shifting the random data one point downstream at the next higher time level and by updating the first point with new random data. Next, the time dependent fluctuating field at the new time level results from applying the filter to the updated random field. Hence, the discrete time increment becomes ∆t = ∆x/u 0 .
To extend this one-dimensional discretization to two-or three-dimensional problems with inhomogeneous flows a bundle of mean-flow streamlines is introduced to resolve a portion of the turbulent flow region, in which vortex sound sources have to be computed. The source patch is constructed by following the paths of the mean-flow streamlines, which start along an upstream seeding line, to a user-defined downstream position. See e.g. Fig. 1(a) that shows a bundle of streamlines to resolve the slat-cove shear layer of a high-lift airfoil, whose initial streamlines are equidistantly distributed along the seeding line. The complete source domain is depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
A constant time increment ∆t is introduced. It defines discrete points along each individual streamline according to the time a Lagrangian particle needs to reach the actual position starting from the upstream seeding line. Since the maximal time to reach the downstream border of a source patch differs from streamline to streamline, the number of discrete points also varies accordingly, see e.g. Fig. 2 . The sketch furthermore highlights the area ∆A ij surrounding each discrete point. A sequence of random number is assigned to each discrete point and represents the white-noise distribution for the related area. In an extension of the one-dimensional findings (32), these random values are found by integrating the convective white-noise field defined by eqs. (18, 19) over ∆A ij , i.e.,
Using property (18) , the time average of the random particle values becomes
To achieve this condition through a sequence of random numbers, each element ij has to take on a random value in the range ± 3∆A ij . The discretization of integral eq. (17) is achieved through a sum over all source patch elements ∆A ij . If ∆t agrees with the time step of the CAA method, which is used to compute the acoustic field, the complete algorithm to compute the streamfunction becomes • filter and, simultaneously, interpolate the random field onto the CAA grid Instead of computing the contribution of all random field points to a given field position within the distance supported by the kernel, the values of the random elements are sequentially distributed into the field. Thereby the local length scale at the random point is used to scale the width of the filter kernel. Furthermore, the local value of the kinetic turbulent energy is used to scale the local amplitudeÂ of the filter kernel. The exact value ofÂ based on the RANS mean-flow field will be given below. The filtered values are directly computed for the relevant CAA grid points.
The filter kernel is computed in a sequence of single-dimensional filter operations, see Fig. 3a . It takes typically 15% to 1% of the time the direct evaluation of the full filter kernel would need in 2D and 3D, respectively. First, the random field is filtered along the streamline for each discrete point on the streamline, using the length scale in each random point for the kernel scaling. Next, the intermediate filtered values are distributed onto the CAA grid, Fig. 3 . In a preprocessing routine a base point on each streamline is identified for each CAA grid point. It marks the smallest distance to the considered grid point for all possible vectors that are normal to the streamline and run through the field point. Usually the base points lie between discrete points on the streamline. Therefore, an 4-th order interpolation is used to interpolate from the discrete points on the streamline to the base-points. The interpolated local value of the length scale at the base-point is used to compute the decay of the filter-function from the base-to the grid point. Let us denote ∆ 1 the length-scale at a given stochastic particle position A on the streamline, s the distance along the streamline to the base-point, ∆ 2 the length-scale at the base-point and d the distance to the grid point B, Fig. 3 . The contribution of a random element to the grid point due to the filter kernel reads For uniform flow with constant length-scale this is identical with the Gaussian kernel eq. (21). For curved streamlines a small distortion of the kernel shape occurs. Note that each CAA grid point is linked to each streamline at most once, and the number of base-points is constant and independent of the number of discrete stochastic particle points along the streamline.
Usually, the small CAA time step would demand an unnecessary large number of discrete points along the streamline, if for each time increment the random numbers are shifted one full position downstream. In this work a larger spacing along the streamline was allowed by considering random particle positions between discrete points on the streamline. Then the interpolation onto the fixed points along the streamline is achieved through the first filter operation, whereby the filter is centered at the local particle position (i.e. it is moved with the random particle), but the filtered values are computed for fixed streamline points. The method can be called a random particle-mesh (RPM) method, where the random values carried by Lagrangian particles are interpolated onto the CAA grid using the filter kernel as locally defined shape functions.
A. Scaling of the filter kernel parameters from RANS
The filter kernel parameter l s andÂ are scaled using a steady RANS computation. In general, based on the kinetic turbulent energy k and the mean dissipation rate an integral length scale can be deduced:
Following the discussion of Bailly & Juvé 13 the constant can be estimated to be c l ≈ 0.54 for a modified von Karman spectrum. Although a Gaussian spectrum is used in this work, the value for c l is also adopted here. Equating the turbulent viscosity ν T of the k − with that of a k-ω model, the relation = C µ kω follows, where C µ = 0.09. Then the length scale in terms of the k-ω-model becomes
The amplitudeÂ is scaled by computing from eq. (17) the value of the kinetic turbulent energy and by relating this expression to the turbulent kinetic energy k of the RANS computation. Using eq. (17) and eq. (6) the velocity components read
Using eq. (??), evaluated for r = 0, the turbulent kinetic energy becomes
Inserting the Gaussian kernel and neglecting the week spatial dependence ofÂ, the amplitude relates to the value of the turbulent kinetic energy viaÂ
Note that the amplitude is independent of the local value of l s . It is completely determined by the kinetic turbulent energy. 
V. Acoustic simulation techniques
Hence, the perturbation vorticity ω = ∇ × u , on the left-hand side is completely controlled by the righthand side (RHS) source term. For the homogeneous system with all sources removed, the vorticity equation reduces to the statement that the vorticity remains constant (zero), i.e., unlike the LEE, the APE do not support the convective vorticity mode.
Rewriting the Navier-Stokes equations in non-linear disturbance formulation such that the left-hand side reassembles the APE system, the remaining terms lumped together on the right-hand side read 12, 14 (neglecting non-linear perturbation entropy terms) 
A similar vortex source term appears in the acoustic analogies of Powell, Howe, and Möhring. 15, 16, 17 The source term is computed from the velocity fluctuations provided by the stochastic method. The equations are integrated with the DLR CAA code PIANO applying the 4th order DRP scheme of Tam & Webb in space 18 and a LDDRK method 19 in time on block structured meshes.
VI. Computational results

A. Simulation features
A modified two-element high-lift configuration has been used for the computations. Fig. 9(a) shows a cross section of the considered geometry. Four different CAA grids are used for the aeroacoustic computations. For the simulation of the Mach number scaling law a grid consisting of 25 blocks with about 200k mesh points is used. It solves the acoustic field in a 5c × 5c box, where c denotes the main-element chord length. Based on a dimensional chord length c = 0.4m, the grid is sufficient to resolve frequencies up to 12kHz. The topology is of a mixed H/C-type. An H-topology is used in the outer region, which yields almost Cartesian cells in the far-field. A C-grid is used in the vicinity of the airfoil to resolve the airfoil with the slat. The mesh resolution is enhanced in the slat-cove to resolve the estimated length scale of the source term properly. A refined version of the grid with about 550k mesh points is also used. Two different grids are used for the slat gap trend predictions. A coarse grid which consists about 100k mesh points resolves a 6 × 7c box. It consists of 16 blocks and is capable to resolve frequencies up to 5kHz. The topology is similar to the 250k grid and is used unchanged for the three different considered slat settings. Furthermore a refined version of the grid is applied with doubled grid density in each direction. Hence, it consists of about 400k grid points and has a resolution limit around 10kHz.
The 
B. Reference slat configurations
First, results for the reference two-element airfoil are presented for a mean-flow velocity of M = 0.10. Fig. 4 presents narrow band spectra for two grids with different resolution for an observer position above the slat. Furthermore, the computed narrow band spectra are juxtaposed to an acoustic far-field measurement that has been conducted by EADS Corporate Research Centre in DLR's Acoustic Windtunnel Braunschweig (AWB) as part of the German national project FREQUENZ. A qualitative good agreement in the spectral distributions is obtained. As expected, the coarse grid solution falls off the measured spectral trend, reaching a highest frequency of approximately 12kHz. Since the coarse grid corresponds to the previously discussed 250k grid, this finding confirms the resolution estimate initially made for it. The finer grid solution follows the measured narrow band solution almost over the whole range of meaningful frequencies up to 20kHz. Fig. 5 compares an APE/RPM based 1/3-octave spectrum with the empirical slat-noise model of Dobrzynski. 1, 22 The empirical slat-noise model is based on a generic spectrum that shows a typical peak frequency and falls off for higher frequencies according to a f −1.8 law. The simulation reproduces these two distinct features, i.e., the peak frequency in a similar frequency range and the rate of decay of the spectrum for higher frequencies.
The influence of the length-scale parameter c l , eq. (37), on the acoustic far-field and the turbulent nearfield spectra is studied in Fig. 6 . Acoustic simulations have been carried out for two values of c l , i.e., a theoretically motivated value of c l = 6.0, Section A, and a clearly reduced value of c l = 2.0. The dashed lines in Fig. 6 correspond to the longitudinal velocity correlations induced by the model in a representative point in the shear layer. According to the underlying filter kernel, their spectral distributions follow the shape of a Gaussian. Obviously, due to the three times smaller structures in case c l = 2.0, the related spectrum is stretched to (three times) higher frequencies. Accordingly, the characteristic spectral fall off occurs at higher frequencies. An astonishing effect is found for the acoustic far-field spectra, plotted with solid lines. They exhibit a common narrow band fall off in the range between f −2 and f −3 , with just a small absolute difference of about 3dB over a large range of frequencies. Apparently, the shape of the acoustic spectrum is not directly influenced by the shape of the turbulence spectrum and supports a completely different decay law. Therefore, the length-scale parameter has almost no effect on the acoustic spectra.
An explanation for this unexpected effect could be based on the 'incompressible upwash velocity' concept introduced by Howe in. 23 Howe argues that the upwash velocity in the vicinity of a flat plate trailing edge, which is determined by the Biot-Savart induction formula applied to the boundary layer vorticity outside the viscous sublayer, is the appropriate metric that characterizes structure born sound generation in low Mach number flows. Since a kinematic boundary condition holds at the surface, the surface will 'respond' with a wall normal velocity that cancels the upwash velocity, eventually giving rise to sound radiation. Fig. 7 sketches the upwash velocity field v n induced by a vortex of characteristic size ∆ that passes a plate in distance h at convection speed u c . It is evident that the characteristic frequency induced by moving the upwash pattern with u c over the trailing edge is determined by the miss distance h, i.e.,
and not by the characteristic eddy size ∆.
C. Mach number scaling law
Results of the Mach number scaling study are plotted in Fig. 8 . law for slat-noise, i.e., a slightly weaker growth compared to airfoil trailing edge noise, which can be shown analytically to scale with M 5 . Usually the exponent can be attributed to several effects. First, the change of the convection velocity of vortical structures causes an increase in the radiated sound pressure. Second, the turbulent velocity fluctuations grow with increasing flow velocity. For analytical considerations it is usually assumed that the turbulent velocity fluctuation scale linearly with the freestream velocity. In the stochastic model the convection property is accounted for by convecting the random particles in the steady RANS mean-flow. The increase of turbulent fluctuations is taken into account in the model by the change of the turbulence kinetic energy levels, which are provided by the steady RANS solution. The Fig. 8(d) depicts the scaling of the root-mean square (RMS) fluctuating pressure for an observer position 1.5c below the slat trailing edge. A linear regression fit to the three data points yields a Mach number scaling law exponent of 1.54 for the RMS pressure. Just considering the first two Mach numbers the exponent changes to 1.65. Since the sound intensities scale with twice that value, one finds a scaling law with exponents between 3.08 and 3.3 for the considered 2D case. In Ref. 24 it was discussed that a 2D acoustic solution has to be corrected to take into account 3D sound radiation, which increases the scaling exponent by one. The correction formula was deduced to read
Here p denotes the 3D corrected (complex) spectral pressure andp is related to the 2D spectral pressure. L denotes a length scale of the problem, see Ref.
12 Based on Taylor's hypothesis of convecting vorticity, the non-dimensionalizing of Eq. (46) yields with k = ω/c, ω ∝ u/λ v , where λ v is the length scale of a vortical disturbance, the scaling p ∝ M 1/2p , i.e., the sound intensities in 3D scale with the power of the Mach number increased by one, compared to the 2D case. Accordingly, the corrected 3D scaling would become 4.08 and 4.3, which is pretty close to the expected exponent.
D. Slat gap variations
As a next problem the acoustic effects of a slat gap variation is studied. Three different slat settings are considered, which are depicted in Fig. 9(b) . The slat gaps are varied by moving the slat in vertical direction (unchanged overlap). Beside a reference gap configuration, which is conformal with the previously discussed configuration and also is shown in Fig. 9(a) , an increased gap (145% reference gap width) and a reduced gap (85% reference gap width) are considered. The source patches that have been used to resolve the turbulent slat cove source are presented in Fig. 10 . On the source patches the turbulence kinetic energy is plotted. The resolved source region excludes the recirculation bubble. Hence, the computations might help to identify whether the unsteady recirculation bubble is the major slat-noise source or if the convecting vortical disturbances that pass the slat gap and trailing edge are the major cause for slat-noise. Near-field details of the turbulent flow field, which is provided by RANS solutions of the DLR TAU code, are depicted in the Figs An important feature that has to be accomplished by the stochastic model is the accurate resolution of the turbulence kinetic energy topology. To evidence this capability of the model, the Figs. 14 and 15 juxtapose the RANS target solutions for the turbulence energy to the according results from the stochastic models. For this purpose, 20000 time levels of the stochastically generated velocities are sampled and averaged. One free parameter of the model is the number of random particles that are used to set up the fluctuating white-noise field. This number is determined by the number of mean-flow streamlines to resolve the source patch and the number of random points along the streamlines (the time increment along the streamline, see Fig. 3 ). The influence of the number of streamlines to resolve the source region is highlighted in Fig. 14 for the reference slat gap configuration. 30, 50, and 100 streamlines have been considered for this test. A fairly good realization of the turbulence energy for the energy topology as well as the absolute magnitudes is found. The streamtrace variations evidence only a weak dependence on the free parameter of the stochastic model. Fig. 15 gives similar results for the other two slat gap settings, using 30 streamlines. Again, the model yields a fairly good agreement in the topology and absolute values compared to the RANS target solutions.
Instantaneous pressure plots for the three slat gap settings are presented in Fig. 16 . Narrow band spectra for four different polar angles are presented in Fig. 17 . The observer positions are located on a circle of radius 1.5 chord lengths, which is centered at the slat trailing edge. A polar angle of θ = 90 o corresponds to an observer position above the trailing edge. The other three polar angles resolve the arc that is interesting for sound radiation towards the ground. The spectra are being based on the coarse grid solution, which are sufficient to resolve frequencies up to 6 to 8kHz. This grid feature is indicated in the spectra by their rapid fall-off in this frequency range. Fig. 18 compares the coarse grid spectra with those obtained from a fine grid solution with doubled grid density in each direction. It can be seen that the fine grid solutions clearly double the resolved frequency range. However, in the resolved frequencies both coarse and fine grid spectra agree closely in their distribution and their amplitudes, independent of the considered gap configuration. Fig. 19(a) gives results for the narrow band spectra using different numbers of streamlines to resolve the turbulent source patch. According to the findings for the turbulent kinetic energy reconstruction, only a weak dependence on the model parameter is found. Fig. 19(b) presents the pressure history for a receiver point in the CAA domain over 50000 CAA time steps. The plot evidences a stable result without any drift in the mean values or amplitudes over time.
No clear trend is apparent by comparing the sound pressure levels of the different slat gap settings, Fig. 17 . From the experiments of Pott-Pollenske et al. 25 it is known that a reduced gap width can have a significant effect on the acoustic far-field. As was shown in Ref.
, 25 a reduction of the slat gap width of about 15% caused a decrease about 5dB of the sound pressure levels over all frequencies. However, based on the close correspondence of the values in the RANS solutions, in particular for the small and large slatgap settings, which was evidenced by the Figs. 11, 12 , it appears reasonable that these two configurations exhibit almost similar acoustic spectra. To analyze the findings further, Fig. 20 presents RANS solutions for the current flapless two-element airfoil configuration and the three-element configuration used by PottPollenske et al. Fig. 20(a) identifies the cuts along which RANS data have been extracted. UTE,P denotes a point at the upper slat trailing edge on the pressure (cove) side. In the studies of Pott-Pollenske et al. it was found that the velocities close to this point were most appropriate to scale the experimental acoustic data. Fig. 20(b) depicts the velocity distribution for the three-element configuration for a intersection line normal to the slat surface, starting from UTE,P. In particular the velocities in the range around 0.25mm were considered to characterize the sound generation process. Clearly reduced velocity levels are present for the slat configuration with reduced gap in Fig. 20(b) and explains the reduced sound levels for this case. Fig. 20 (c) depicts a similar velocity distribution for the current flapless two-element airfoil case. In particular in the range around 0.25mm the reduced gap width velocity distribution reaches even slightly higher velocities compared to the reference solution. Furthermore, the turbulence kinetic energy distribution along the intersection line, as depicted in Fig. 20(d) , even collapses for two slat gap settings. Hence, the acoustic solution that shows only a small difference between these two configurations is explainable based on the underlying RANS solutions. However, the question remains how the large differences in the slat gap flows between the two-element and the three-element configuration occurs. Chances are that the local flow situation is changed significantly going from a full three-element configuration to a two-element airfoil by removing the flap. This points to the importance of incorporating the flap for aeroacoustic predictions of slat noise.
However, the larger slat gap setting produces in the RANS solution higher local flow velocities close to UTE,P as well as higher levels of turbulent kinetic energy. Hence, it is reasonable that the acoustic spectra also feature higher sound pressure levels compared to the reference solution. However, note that the turbulence kinetic energy topology for the large gap setting differs significantly from that of the reference solution. In particular, Fig. 20(d) shows a much more rapid decay with the average energy along the intersection line having lower values compared to the reference case. Furthermore, in the small and reference gap cases the higher amount of fluctuating turbulence close to the main element surface could give rise to sound radiation due to the interaction with the main element. Due to the more reduced energy levels at the main element for the large slat gap setting, the interaction noise sources at the main element would be smaller.
Over all polar angles normalized directivities are depicted in the Figs. 21 and 22. For a frequency of 1kHz coarse and fine grid directivities agree quantitatively well. The 1kHz directivity exhibits the same characteristics as discussed by Ewert & Emunds.
3 The root-mean-square directivity is shown in Fig. 23 for the coarse grid solution. A dipole like directivity pattern is visible with its axis tilted in accordance with the slat deflection. The large gap directivities shows slightly higher values, followed by the reference and the reduced gap directivities.
VII. Conclusions
Slat Noise simulations have been carried out for a high-lift airfoil. The high-lift airfoil geometry is a two-element slat-airfoil configuration without deployed flap in order to isolate slat noise and avoid additional sound sources at the flap. The 3D Mach number scaling law exponent of the broadband slat noise component is evaluated from three different freestream velocities (M=0.088, 0.118, 0.165) to be in the range 4.08 and 4.3, which corresponds fairly good with experimental findings that show an exponent around 4.5. The capability of the stochastic method to reproduce a target turbulence kinetic energy topology is shown. The effect of streamline density variations in the stochastic model on the quality of the reproduced turbulent kinetic energy distribution and its effect on the predicted far-field spectrum is evaluated. Only a small dependence on the model parameter is found. The effect of slat gap variation on the broadband acoustic far-field is studied for three different slat configurations, which encompass beside the reference slat position one configuration with reduced, and one with increased slat gap. Previous experimentally findings at a full three-element high-lift airfoil, indicating a reduction of typically 5dB for a slat gap reduction of about 15% could not be found for the flapless two-element configuration used. The acoustic findings are backed by the RANS slat flow simulations for the two-element geometry. They exhibit neither for the characteristic velocity nor for the turbulence kinetic energy a significant difference between the reference and the reduced gap configuration. It is likely that the local flow situation is changed significantly going from a full three-element configuration to a two-element airfoil by removing the flap. This points to the importance of incorporating the flap for aeroacoustic predictions of slat noise. 
